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Since 2014, NGOs has been playing an important, if not decisive, role in 

ICH safeguarding, and the UNESCO Convention 2003 was implemented 

in Ukraine. The development center “Democracy through Culture,” the 

independent think-and-do tank engaged in cultural policy issues, including 

cultural heritage, took a core part in preparing the periodic report of 

Ukraine on the implementation of the Convention 2003 (approved at the 

eleventh session of the Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding 

of the Intangible Cultural Heritage in Addis Ababa, in 2016) and 

coordination of all stakeholders. With an aim to reach defined objectives 

related to ICH safeguarding, the Centre created the website (http://demcult.

org/en) and founded the ICH platform consisting of NGOs, public culture 

organizations, local authorities, professional associations, national societies, 

Borsch in Ukraine is a typical lunch or 
dinner specialty elsewhere 
© Company Papa&Mama
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universities, research centers, and educational establishments. The main 

objectives of this platform are researching, inventorying, documenting, and 

promoting the ICH, carrying out workshops, training, and inspiring events 

(like festivals, forums, etc.), and consulting and assisting in developing 

nominations for local ICH lists, national register and/or UNESCO lists. 

One domain to which we have paid attention in Ukraine is food culture. It’s 

necessary to note that only one element related to food traditions is included 

presently into the National register of ICH in Ukraine. We are referring 

to the Karaite culinary hospitality: cooking tradition of patty with meat 

(aiaklak), submitted by the Karaite National Society Djamaat (with the help 

of Democracy through Culture) and adopted by the Ministry of Culture 

of Ukraine on November 2018 (http://demcult.org/en/golovna/national-

register-of-the-ich-of-ukraine/).

Food traditions of a territory have created the identification of cultures 

emerged there. Rich and diverse food traditions in Ukraine have been 

shaped during centuries and reflect not only historical development, 

customs, and tastes but also natural and climatic environment as well 

as intercultural dialogue of nations and nationalities living here. As 

Iryna Pavlenko, doctor of philology, head of the Slavic Department of 

Zaporizhzhia National University, stated at the round table Language as 

a Vehicle of the Intangible Cultural Heritage organized by the Melitopol 

State Pedagogical University named after B. Khmelnytsky, the Development 

Centre, Democracy through Culture (Kyiv), the Karaite National Society 

Djamaat, and Cultural Department of the Melitopol City Council in May 

2019 (Language: Living And Modern Culture, 2019), each nation resided 

in one or more region of Ukraine should learn for surviving how to grow 

local plants and prepare local food, adding national flavor, knowledge, and 

plants and enriching local recipes and dishes. For example, Bulgarians who 

had relocated to the southeast region of Ukraine in the nineteenth century 

brought with them the red bell pepper and began to add it into the borsch 

that became usual for all nations living there.

The study of traditional food culture by children, as the experience of 

our center has proved, is an exciting opportunity to develop peaceful and 

intercultural dialogue. An illustrative example is a Karaite-language text-

book Let the Native Language Sound presented at the above mentioned 

round table by Sofia Yalpachyk, one of the elder of members of the Karaite 

community of Melitopol and a member of the Djamaat Society. The 

textbook allows younger children to learn the Karaite language through 
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a demonstration of vegetables composing the borsch. As S. Yalpachyk has 

explained in private conversation, local Karaites highly respect this dish for 

its nutritional value and the diversity of recipes. 

The joint research and documentation project, initiated by the 

Development Centre, Democracy through Culture and the National 

Union of Folk Art Masters of Ukraine, is focused on the traditional food in 

Ukraine. The main subject of research is food culture materialized in borsch 

and bread as symbols of Ukrainian cuisine.

Sofia Yalpachyk teaches children Karaite 
language using pictures of vegetables 
needed for borsch cooking, 2019 
© Valentyna Demian, DC “Development 
through Culture”
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Ukraine is situated in a favorable 

geographical zone; its natural and climatic 

conditions allow the growth of different 

plants; therefore the Ukrainian cuisine is rich 

in dishes of vegetables, berries, mushrooms, 

fragrant herbs; at the same time, numerous 

rivers, lakes and forests existing there add 

a wide range of fish and meat specialties. 

Cooking characteristics of Ukrainian cuisine 

are distinguished by highly tasteful and 

nutritious qualities as well as by a variety 

of rich dishes. However, a champion is the 

borsch. In fact, over the centuries, the borsch 

has predominated in the food traditions 

of Ukrainians despite the irresist ible 

globalization and infiltration of new products and specialties in the food 

culture. This meal is still common in cities and in rural areas, without 

social differences (age, status), having in many cases ritual significance 

(celebrations, funeral feasts, banquets, etc.), and presenting an integral part 

of the verbal culture, arts, and crafts. As the survey of different groups of 

population about the borsch has demonstrated (Survey 2018, Democracy 

through Culture), almost all respondents have stated that the borsch means 

in their life something more than just a delicious and extremely nutritious 

meal and phenomenon of everyday life, constituting a compulsory part of 

social practice, humor, language, poems, carols, etc. “A day without borsch is 

a lost day”, as Ihor Panchyshyn, well-known artist and cultural activist from 

the city of Ivano-Frankivsk wrote answering the survey. It can be said that 

borsch in Ukraine is a bright manifestation of the living culture covering 

all territory of the country. A striking example one could find in the digest 

Dishes of different nationalities (Запорізький обласний методичний центр 

культури і мистецтва, 2018) where the recipe of so called “Cossack borsch” 

is presented: 

When they talk about the Ukrainian food, we imagine immediately 
the borsch… it was eaten almost every day and served on parties and 
weddings.

Yevhen Shevchenko, President of the 
National Union of Folk-Art Masters 
of Ukraine with a manuscript of the 
future monograph about the borsch in 
Ukraine, 2019 © Valentyna Demian, DC 
“Development through Culture”
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Cooking specificities have been reflected in the name: by territory, city, 

or locality, for example: borsch of Kyiv, of Poltava, of Volyn, of Chernihiv, 

of Odesa, of Derenkovets, etc.; by specific livelihood, for example: monk’s 

borsch, master’s borsch, Cossack’s borsch, peasant’s borsch. 

Inasmuch as there are so many borsch recipes and they are so varied, 

it can be safely said that every Ukrainian household has its own recipe and 

method for preparing borsch. On realizing our field studies, we paid special 

attention to family cooking traditions. So, I (V. Demian) have investigated 

my own family traditions discovering that we have various recipes of borsch 

derived from different territories. When a girl is married, she brought her 

recipe of borsch to her new family and learnes one that they used. That is 

why I consider my family borsch that of Volyn, with mushrooms and dried 

prune (my husband’s family recipe), as well as the borsch of Derenkovets, 

with berries of sod (my parents’ recipe). And many other families have the 

same situation. Replying to question who taught you how to cook borsch, 

Cover of the digest  
“Dishes of different nationalities” 
© Regional methodological center of arts, 
Zaporizhzhia oblast council  
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almost all our respondents said that nobody, they simply saw how their 

mother or grandmother did it. And it’s true. The common family practice 

and observation how the elders did was the best way of tradition learning. 

This applies also to vegetable farming. 

The origin of borsch dates far back in time when brews or chowders 

with the addition of fragrant herbs were common on the territory of 

modern Ukraine. Those dishes were called “brews of plants”. Later, they 

began to add vegetables to the chowder, and that brew was called borschovyk 

because of including red beetroot known, in ancient times, as “borsch” 

(Українські страви (1960). Денисенко Л., ред. – Ukrainian dishes (1960). 

L. Denysenko, ed.). There is large number of borsch preparation methods 

with always one constant component, beets. They began using potatoes and 

tomatoes in the borsch in Ukraine quite late. Smoliar V. (Formation and 

flourishing of Ukrainian cuisine, 2008:63) argued that 

Borsch is served all over Ukraine as a main 
dish. Often, it used with bread, sour cream, 
onion and bacon © Company Papa&Mama
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In the nineteenth century, there have appeared such vegetables as 
tomatoes and eggplants. Tomatoes are used for preparing cold snacks 
and other food or producing tomato pulp for borsch and sauces.

Another idea of the origin of the meal’s name is related with the wild 

plant borschovyk or borschivka (Oxalis acetosella, wood sorrel), as Artiukh 

L. (2006) suggested. Many recipes of borsch preparation in spring when the 

first green comes out and included fragrant herbs gathered in the forests 

and in the meadows, not grown in household plots. The mentioned plant 

(borschivka) relates to such herbs. On having many useful properties and 

taste quality like lemon, it could substitute dock (sorrel) introducing an 

unusual taste to the meal. In this connection it should be mentioned also 

lesser celandine (Ficaria verna). Young leaves of the plant gathered before 

flowering, a component of spring salads, were put in spring soups and 

vitamin chowders and, of course, in borsch while flowers were marinated 

and added as a spice or hot sauce. They added also goosefoot, which is an 

excellent vitamin supplement in early spring. Without an obvious taste 

and aromatic quality, it is an unsurpassed component of so called green 

borsch. Another equally interesting component of green borsch is nettle 

which, except that has medicinal properties, is an excellent ingredient of 

many spring dishes as a good vitamin supplement, however, only when it 

is young. Many components form the green borsch: wood garlic, sorrel, 

goosefoot, lesser celandine, nettle, borschivka—all these ingredients form a 

kind of vitamin bomb. Our ancestors have transferred to us centuries-long 

knowledge about the world and, particularly, the ability to eat plants that 

emerge first in spring when the body demands new strength and vitamins 

while many vegetables have run out or have lost their nourishment from 

imperfect storage. Although storage has improved today and vegetables 

are kept better, our body demands new vitamins, and food such as green 

borsch is, therefore,  life-giving and delicious. In other words, knowledge 

of our ancestors helps us today though we don’t usually consider the wealth 

we have inherited. It is worth emphasizing that just knowledge about herbs 

and plants and their consumption, inter alia, has saved people in lean years 

when we had to obtain the recipes of “hungry” or “empty” borsch. Today, 

using these recipes we don’t always wonder under what circumstances they 

have appeared and what role nettle, goosefoot, lesser celandine, wood sorrel, 

dock, and wood garlic have played. In those times when the only food was 
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hungry borsch, such “brews of plants” saved many lives. Today, as a brief 

analysis of social networks has shown (Green borsch, 2019) numerous 

Facebook users in Ukraine welcome the coming of spring for plants, 

allowing them to prepare the first fresh borsch. 

We can learn that (Українські страви (1960). Денисенко Л., ред. – 

Ukrainian dishes (1960). L. Denysenko, ed.): 

а number of ingredients for borsch also differs: for example, Ukrainian 
borsch has twenty components, borsch of Kyiv, twenty; peasant’s 
borsch,eighteen; borsch of Poltava with dumplings, eighteen; borsch of 
Chernihiv, sixteen; and green borsch of Ukraine , eighteen. 

An archaeologist-researcher from Kyiv, Maxiv Levada (private 

conversation, 2018) has pointed out that monasteries traditionally had 

kitchen borsch gardens for growing so called borsch vegetables.  If you visit 

Ukrainian villages or city suburbs today, you can find such borsch gardens 

close to private houses or even apartment buildings. 

Borsch ingredients are vegetables grown in Ukraine. The tradition 

of their cultivation and storage has not changed in principle for a long 

time. Until now, private households grow borsch ingredients traditionally. 

Spring vegetable farming has no gender 
differences. Cherkassy region, 2017 
© Valentyna Demian, DC “Development 
through Culture”
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According to folk beliefs, garden and fieldwork should start after the 

Christian holiday, the Annunciation of the Lord. Though the Christian 

religion doesn’t regulate garden and fieldwork, here we see the vivid 

integration of traditional customs basing on observation and popular 

farming practices. It is believed that on the Annunciation, the spring has 

fought the winter, and the soil is ready to receive seeds, but to do so earlier 

you could “trouble” the land. By the way, it’s also true with respect to 

gathering different plants for the green borsch: before this holiday one can’t 

trouble the land and gather plants since, as a proverb says: “At Annunciation, 

even birds don’t make their nests.” It should be noted also, that the majority 

of Ukrainians ensure that products for borsch preparation are high quality 

and environmentally sound. According to tradition, borsch will not be tasty 

if even one ingredient is not good quality. As one of owners of the Ukrainian 

traditional cuisine chain (eco-chain bat’kivska khata/ “father’s house”) has 

said us (Poplavsky M., 2019, private talk), it’s necessary to pay particular 

attention to the water for the borsch along with vegetables, meat, and spices. 

Water quality greatly affects edibility. In addition to growing vegetables on 

special plots for restaurants, this eco-chain owner brings pure spring water 

for borsch preparation from one of the regions of Ukraine. 

In the view of experts, food preparation and food consumption on 

holidays support the development of private relations and strengthen 

social links. The time for food preparation and consumption is time spent 

with family, friends, and colleagues and allows additional communication 

and enhances social cohesion. Undoubtedly, borsch preparation and 

consumption, as opposed to fast food, belongs to the category of slow food, 

a cuisine on which communication and relationships, and culture are built. 

Besides, we can say with certainty that there is a whole ceremony in addition 

to preparing and savoring borsch, which includes harvesting, buying 

vegetables at the market, etc. As a website of the cuisine chain Bat’kivska 

Khata proclaims (До джерел, 2013):

Today when the food market is flooded with fast foods and products 
with carcinogenic and chemical additives, it’s very important to 
safeguard and transfer from generation to generation recipes for 
national dishes, to promote healthy and useful food, especially among 
young people, since we’re genetically adapted for its consumption. This 
food contains all necessary components to nourish the human body, 
gives inspiration for conquering new peaks, and makes us feel well and 
in good spirit.
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It’s not strange, therefore, that traditional foods used for preparing 

borsch have become a basic indicator for the social well-being determining 

the cost of the shopping basket, the production level, and the industrial 

ecology. Today, in Ukraine they used to measure the basic food basket 

through the traditional “borsch set” that is, at cost of components presenting 

in the borsch in Ukraine recipe. In such a way, different Ukrainian media 

show (Борщовий делікатес (2019); Експерти порівняли вартість борщу 

в Україні та за кордоном (2018) the consumption capacity of Ukrainians 

using the set of products for the traditional borsch. 

Borschiv, a town in western Ukraine organizes an annual festival 

Borsch’yiv ( “one has eaten borsch”). According to legend, this meal is of 

particular importance for locals. It is said that during the Turkish siege 

of the town, a local hostess served borsch for the uninvited guests, and 

since they didn’t like anything, the angry hostess struck the chieftain on 

the forehead with a ladle, and he choked to death on borsch. And for this 

reason, the town was called Borschiv. Whether it is true or not, it shows that 

disrespecting the meal can lead to terrible things: say to the hostess that 

something wrong with her borsch, it will offend her deeply. 

 Ficaria verna or lesser celandine is a sign of 
spring and the green borsch season, 2018 
© Valentyna Demian, DC “Development 
through Culture”
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It is not surprising, therefore, that borsch festivals (like mentioned 

above Borsch’yiv) have developed in Ukraine. Consider, for example, the 

famous festival in the village of Opishnia (Poltava region) called Borsch in a 

Clay Pot. It is even more than a festival; it is a peculiar action uniting many 

components of Ukrainian culture. As festival organizers have advertised 

festival, “Borsches in Clay Pots represent sixty types, including ten vegan 

dishes.” This festival is interesting because it takes place in the village of 

Opishnia, a center of ceramology and traditional pottery. The famous 

pottery and ceramics from the village are included on the National Register 

of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Ukraine. To serve borsch in a clay 

pot is an ancient Ukrainian tradition. The borsch in a clay pot is exclusively 

delicious, especially when prepared in a Ukrainian oven. As Olena Scherban, 

an ethnologist, ceramologist, historian, researcher of traditional food 

culture, and founder and ideologist of the festival in Opishnia confessed, 

just the traditional Ukrainian meal, borsch, prepared by her grandmother 

inspired her for the idea of festival (Buhai A., 2018): 

Borsch of my grandmother Maria was cooked obligatory in a kettle at 
hearth, a kind of open-air stove. The meal smelled smoky, always having 
speckled beans and leavened beetroots. She sweetened that tart with 
sugar. Such a combination of sour and sweet created the most delicious 
borsch. 

Various recipes of borsch represented at the festival are distinguished 

by numerous variations and regional peculiarities, with different ratios of 

savory, salty, sweet, sour; borsches offered there are: red, classic, author’s, 

white, and green borsch with fish, plums, smoked pears, and strawberries. 

According to O. Scherban (Buhai A., 2018):

From classic cooking methods to a wide variety of food preparation 
used by our ancestors in their time. There are green, white, and red 
kinds of borsch, with strawberries, crayfish, dumplings, pears, plums, 
and catfish. 

But the real heart of the festival is the master class in family borsch, 

dishes from “mother, grandmother, aunt…” That diversity of borsch recipes 

and cooking methods confirms that the dish has united all manifestations 
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of the living culture—that is, deep knowledge about the world, plants, 

vegetables, and fruits as well as about fragrant herbs used for preparation, 

their taste, and useful properties. Popular attitudes to borsch are reflected 

in the proverb: “We have nothing to eat if we have no borsch.” Each 

hostess prepares and serves the borsch usually prepared for her family and 

transferred from generation to generation, and is still prepared and savored 

in her household. One more attractive feature of the festival in Opishnia 

is a clay pot in which borsch has been traditionally served. As the festival 

founder has told (Buhai A., 2018): 

At first for me, the clay pot was a research subject; later I started 
preparing different kinds of borsch in it. I’m very glad that we have 
tasted over fifty kinds of borsch at the festival. It’s impossible not to 
come to borsch since, as people say, borsch and porridge are our living 
food. It is the health of nation. It’s our “chip and our brand.”

Guests from Estonia and Poland of the 
international literary and artistic festival 
“Krolevets Woven Towels” in the town of 
Krolevets (Sumy region of Ukraine), are 
tasted local borsch. 2017 
© Valentyna Demian, DC “Development 
through Culture”
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As one of the folk sayings gathered by the eminent Ukrainian poet Ivan 

Franko at the beginning of twentieth century argues, “the eldest meal is 

borsch” (Франко І. 1901). One of questions in the survey, realized by the 

NGO Democracy through Culture (Survey, 2018) was: “In your opinion, 

what is the main national dish?” 99% of respondents gave a definite answer: 

borsch. 

In conclusion

Coming from ancient times, borsch in Ukraine, in all its varieties remains 

a popular meal, representing not only traditional food preparation but also 

cultural and social habits, knowledge about the world around and diversity 

of expressions. It is a real living heritage of the Ukrainian people transferred 

from generation to generation, covering all regions of Ukraine and all 

social groups. Despite globalization and the influx of fast food, borsch has 

maintained its position in the life of modern Ukraine, receiving worldwide 

recognition. However, it faces some challenges. Those challenges include 

bad quality of water, especially in cities, environmental factors reflecting 

on the quality of borsch components (vegetables and plants), alteration of 

cooking process transforming it in fast food preparation or “ethno-cuisine” 

for tourists. We can say that safeguarding and further developing food 

culture such as borsch demand coordinated efforts in different areas: culture, 

education, ecology, agriculture, etc.—that is, a comprehensive program. 

With this aim, several non-governmental, public and private organizations 

One can find and buy a “borsch set” in 
street markets in large cities, 2019. 
© Valentyna Demian, DC “Development 
through Culture”
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(Development Centre; Democracy through Culture; NGO WOMEN Plus; 

National Union of Folk Art Masters of Ukraine; Karaite National Society 

Djamaat; festivals such as Borsch in a Clay Pot and Borsch’yiv; and the chain 

of eco-restaurants Bat’kivska Khata) together with the National Academy 

of Arts of Ukraine and universities have started research, promotion, and 

preparation of Ukrainian food culture (particularly, borsch and bread food 

traditions) for inclusion on the National Register of the Intangible Cultural 

Heritage of Ukraine. 

Résumé

Venant des temps anciens, le borsch en Ukraine dans toutes ses variétés reste 

un repas populaire, représentant non seulement la préparation des plats 

traditionnels, mais aussi les habitudes culturelles et sociales, la connaissance 

du monde et la diversité des expressions. C’est un véritable patrimoine 

vivant du peuple ukrainien qui est transmis de génération en génération, qui 

couvre toutes les régions de l’Ukraine et concerne tous les groupes sociaux. 

En dépit d'une mondialisation et d'une restauration rapide (fast-food) 

difficiles à freiner, le borsch a maintenu sa position dans la vie de l'Ukraine 

moderne et jouit d'une reconnaissance mondiale. Cependant, il fait face à 

des défis. Ceux-ci incluent : la mauvaise qualité de l’eau, en particulier dans 

les villes ; certains facteurs environnementaux ayant une incidence sur la 

qualité des composants du borsch (légumes et plantes), et l’altération du 

processus de cuisson au profit d’un type de restauration rapide ou d’une « 

cuisine ethnique » pour les touristes. Nous pouvons dire que la sauvegarde 

et le développement ultérieur d'une culture alimentaire telle que le borsch 

exigent des efforts coordonnés dans différents domaines au sein d’un 

programme complet : culture, éducation, écologie, agriculture, etc. À cette 

fin, plusieurs organisations non gouvernementales, publiques et privées 

(Centre de développement Démocratie par la culture, ONG WOMEN Plus, 

Union nationale des maîtres d’art populaire d’Ukraine, Société nationale 

karaïte Djamaat, festivals Borsch in a clay pot et Borsch'yiv, la chaîne de 

restaurants écologiques Bat'kivska Khata), en collaboration avec l'Académie 

nationale des arts de l'Ukraine et certaines universités, ont lancé des activités 

de recherche, de promotion et de préparation de la culture alimentaire 

ukrainienne (en particulier le borsch et les traditions liées au pain) pour 

son inscription au Registre national du patrimoine culturel immatériel de 

l'Ukraine.
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